
Ergobag 01 28L

Description
Contact us directly for a made-to-measure bag project in your company's colours on info@bbalanced.ch.

bbalanced Ergobag

The Ergobag range from bbalanced makes your daily business trips easier. The ergonomic shapes and layouts
of the bags guarantee you comfort at all times. Everything is specially designed to ensure that your equipment is
organized, protected and secured over the long term.

Main advantages :

Functional: Intelligent and organized, you will be amazed to be able to put so many things in such a compact
space. The USB extension allows you to charge many devices without unpacking your equipment thanks to a
powerbank (not included). Notebook and tablet pockets are padded to protect your devices in all conditions.
Secure: The code lock system built into the bag allows you to secure the main pocket with a snap of your finger,
without worrying about losing the lock or key. Those who prefer soft mobility will be more visible at night thanks
to the discreet reflective stripes.

CHF 52.95

-29%

 Delivery date unknown

Instead of: 
Instant Savings:

CHF 37.85 

CHF 35.00 excl.

Ergonomic waterproof backpack - Laptop up to 15.6" - 28L - black

Manufacturer bBalanced
Manufacturer# DAEGB01
Tagged as Top  Special

https://www.darestshop.ch/en/manufacturers/bbalanced


Ergonomic: The spine and lower back are supported by back foam cushions, which also facilitate air flow to
reduce sweating. The straps are also reinforced and padded to reduce the effect of fatigue. The back strap
allows you to easily attach the bag to a suitcase or trolley bag.
Durable: the materials used are extremely resistant, even in aggressive environments. All our products are
covered by a limited lifetime warranty* to certify their high quality.
Stylized: with a sober and discreet design but elegant, your bbalanced bag will seduce you and your entourage.

Our additional services :

Decreasing prices: you quickly benefit from discounts on quantities, whatever your needs. Visit our website for
more details (https://www.bbalanced.ch/en/).
Customization: for your projects, we are able to customize our products according to your wishes, so that your
identity and image are respected.
Delivery and deployment: we deliver and install the equipment according to your requirements.
Recycling: we take care of the recovery and disposal or recycling of your old equipment.

Technical specifications :

Material: jacquard and neoprene fabric - waterproof (to be treated regularly for total protection)
Zippers: waterproof
Number of pockets: 8, including one for laptop and tablet, two for documents, one secure pocket, one back
pocket, two side pockets.
Interior pockets: open, mesh, zippered.
Laptop slot capacity: up to 15.6". 
Shelf space capacity: up to 15".
Connections: USB extension
Dimensions (H x L x W): 45.7cm x 30.5cm x 19.8cm
Color: black
Capacity: 28L
Weight: 800g

For more information, visit https://www.bbalanced.ch/en/
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